
GL-CFD06DA-35 Series

Installation Steps

GL-CFD06DA-35 Outlook

Step 1.
Remove M5 screws from two sides of the 
lighting fixture, and separate the lighting 
fixture from power base.

Disconnected the power connector 
and unhook the safety steel wire.

Step 2. Step 3.

Step 4.

Step 5. Step 6. Step 7. Installation
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Make sure to 
turn off the power before installing.

Thank you for choosing the GL-CFD06DA-35 Series LED products. Please install and use the products 
according to the following directions to ensure normal function and operation. Please use stainless screw 
to fix holder and make sure screwed tightly. If you do not follow these instructions to properly install and 
use the GL-CFD06DA-35, you will not be eligible for warranty compensation or protection. We do not take 
any responsibility for product damage resulting from improper installation or abnormal usage.

CAUTIONS
If the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire 
is damaged, it shall be exclusively replaced by the 
manufacturer or his service agent or a similar qualified 
person in order to avoid a hazard.

Prior to installation, remove the AC power.

．“DIM＋/ DIM－”Connecting a variable resistor(10K~100K resistor) / 1~10Vdc Direct Voltage or a 10V / PWM signal
    can adjust the dimmable lighting.
．Connecting “DIM＋/ DIM－”to “AC L / AC N” may damage the Lighting.
．When the control cable “DIM＋/ DIM－” is open, LED Light output is 100%.
．The 3 in 1 Dimmer is not capable of turning off the LED light completely. To turn off the light, we would recommend 
 you to use the dimmer with a switch.

For detailed 3 in 1 dimmable function description, please visit the web site: 
http://www.glaciallight.com/products/PDF/3in1Dimming-Function-Description(1-10V).pdf

* For 3 in 1 dimmable function
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Power
connector

Safety 
steel wire

Make the AC power cord and dimming 
cable through the grommet on the 
power base.
(If not require dimming function, please 
ignore the installation of dimming cable)

Use M5 screws and washers to mount 
the power base on the ceiling.

Connect the AC power cord to the connector 
on the power base.
Connect the dimming cable to the connector 
on the power base.
(If not require dimming function, please 
ignore this step.)

Attached the power connector and hook 
the safety steel wire of the lighting fixture 
to the power base.

Use M5 screws to fix the lighting 
fixture and the power base.

Installation completed.
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Installation for wooden ceilings or walls:
Fix trim extension with wood screws directly to the ceiling or wall.

Installation for concrete ceilings or walls:
Refer to the picture above. Place the trim extension to where you 
want to install it and mark the screw hole location.
Use a drill to drill a 6mm hole and insert the plastic crew anchor into 
the concrete wall as in the picture 
show below. Use a hammer to 
lightly tap the anchor into the hole. 
Repeat for each hole.
Screw the screws into the plastic 
screw anchor, f ixing the trim 
extension to the wall or ceiling.

Connecting “DIM＋/ DIM－” to “AC L / AC N” 
may damage the Lighting.

When the control cable “DIM＋/ DIM－” is open, 
LED Light output is 100%.

The setup process should be executed by qualified(certified) engineers.
We suggest to wear the clean gloves during the process of installation.

Do not touch the reflector and LED CoB when 
during the process of installation.
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Fasten the screws on the connector.
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